INCIDENT: CDS Possession (Marijuana) Arrests

LOCATION: Laurel Bowie Road/Whitehall Drive        LOCATION TYPE: Public Street

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT: February 16, 2016 @ 2215hrs

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:
On February 16, 2016 at 2215hrs, Officer Warrington (Bowie K9 handler) conducted a traffic stop at the above listed location on a black Chevy Malibu in reference to a traffic violation. Upon interacting with the driver, Officer Warrington immediately identified an odor of marijuana coming from the listed vehicle. A search of the vehicle was conducted by Officer Warrington and Rooster, in which they recovered 42 grams of marijuana from various locations within the listed vehicle. The driver and occupants of the vehicle were placed under arrest and transported to DOC for processing.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:
Arrested #1: Darnell Ramone Jenkins M/ Brandywine, Maryland resident
Arrested #2: Derek Antwane Johnson M/ Clinton, Maryland resident
Arrested #3: Christian Kenneth Smith M/ Clinton, Maryland resident

VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE:
Property recovered: 42 grams of marijuana
1 mason jar
1 digital scale
2 grinders
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